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as though from outside himself a tendency which james joyce rightly
associates in A painful case with moral paralysis randy the
more fallible yet somehow more likeable mormon boy is rather
sketchily drawn but the portrait of staver though his motives
remain somewhat mysterious is very effective thayer suggests much
more than he makes explicit in his treatment of staver a technique
he could have profitably employed with other characters as well
especially the pious dying housekeeper mrs cummings

one of the novels real delights is the character ofstanofstadof stan the hired
man with the endless repertoire of tall tales who is always pulling
owens leg it is rare to find such a good slice of the vernacular tradition
in a contemporary novel and the character reveals a gift for humor
that is not apparent inin thayersthadersThayers earlier work local detail has always
been one ofofthayersofTThhayersayers strong points and it is a strong point here as

scenes are rendered with a sharp concreteness that tempts the reader
to go to nevada in search of the battle river valley this is true even
though the accuracy of particular details might be called into question
for example I1 seriously doubt whether any stream in the southern
half of nevada could supply the gunnysacksgunnysacks full of big trout that
staver takes out of the battle river when he dynamites the holes for
his weekly fish fries and the old farmer in me is pained at the time lag
between mowing and baling on thejohnson ranch with its attendant
loss of nutritious hayleaveshayleaves but the very fact that one can quibble
about specific details in this way is an indication of how completely
realized thesensorythe sensory world of this novel is whatever its shortcomings
summer fire has the solidity of a lived experience and in fiction that
is the essential quality
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describing multiple aspects of a complex religious history is a
task that could penetrate sensitive subjects controversial themes
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diverse beliefs and trends difficult to identify and summarize to
obtain accuracy and to assure just such objectivity the five editors of
eerdmans handbook of christianity in america sought assistance
from sixty five contributors these included some of the best known
scholars of religious history such as sidney AhIahlahlstromstrom martin E martymany
and edwin S gaustad the editors wrote a brief history of religious
developments in america dividing this narrative into four major
sections god and the colonies christianity and democracy
from the revolution to the civil war the era of crisis from
christendom to pluralism and christianity in a secular age
from the depression to the present this general history serves as a
setting and introduction for succinct essays two or three pages on
people and movements reproductions of documents citations of
provocative statements by religious leaders and writers maps charts
timelinestimelinesstimelines and more than three hundred and fifty photographs are
also inserted in the general narrative

one of the strengths of this generally well written work is the
accumulation of knowledge from its variousvarious contributors but the
flflowow of the work is interrupted by the innumerable insertions and
conflicting writing styles although a few authors tend to be wordy
and ambiguous most write with clarity this handbook includes
outstanding yet brief descriptions of religious trends in america as
well as many exceptional religiously oriented biographical essays such
as sketches identifying contributions and beliefs ofofanneojanneanne hutchinson
abraham lincoln elizabeth seaton frederick douglass billy graham
and martin luther king jr this work however is weakened by
inadequate historical sketches of some faiths such as the southern
baptist convention disciples of christ christian church church 0of
christ and seventh day adventists and by controversial statements
or glaring errors in other accounts such as in the essays on christian
science and the church of jesus christ of latter day saints the
handbook also lacks consistency in describing belief patterns of
religious communities some essays include references to unique
beliefs such as some beliefs of christian scientists and jehovahsJehovahs
witnesses but other articles such as the essays on seventh day
adventists and latter day saints show almost a total absence of such
information

moreover a few statements regarding church membership and
activity would be challenged by many scholars of religious history
the narrative describing religion in colonial america basically
describing the thirteen colonies that became the united states
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makes a reference generally endorsed by writers in this field that only
five percent of the adults in the southern colonies were members of a
church after citing this estimate one historian suggests that at the
end of the colonial period more than half of all americans attended
church regularly appp 75 77 that membership of the roman catholic
faith in this country in 1860 was 353.53555 million also seems too high an
estimate p 235255

the main narrative contains few references to mormonism or
joseph smith and the charts identifying major religious groups
in america make no mention of this faith the major reference to
mormonism in the main narrative is under the subheading radical
and social reform thomas and mary nichols one editor writes

A world of confusing and fluid expectations spawned schemes
which seemed as imminently plausible a century and a half ago as

they seem bizarre today p 196 such as various health reform
movements phrenology mesmerism spiritualism and free love in
this climate it was no accident that the 1830s saw the genesis of the
mormonscormons and the milleritesMille rites p 196 and one of the few references
to joseph smith in the main narrative is a quotation without any
indication of a source not using footnotes is a common practice in
most general textbooks of joseph smith it was said that he had
his own original eloquence peculiar to himself not polished not

studied not smoothed and softened by education and refined by
art p 178 although the work is primarily historical and contains
few references to the patterns of faith of various denominations the
only references to mormonism in the latter part of the handbook are
that jehovahsJehovahs witnesses and mormonscormons are more unorthodox than
seventh day adventists p 302 and that mormonscormons are a distinctive
doctrinal break from christianity p 400 in harmony with many
other non mormon publications this work emphasizes that mormonism
and the book of mormon are products of the times representing
popular teachings proclaimed in western new york during the 1820s
however the handbook fails to note the similarities of early beliefs of
latter day saints with beliefs held by early christians by people
during the middle ages or by those during the reformation

most of the information about the church ofiesusofjesus christ of latter
day saints is included in a three page essay written by lawrence foster
author of religion and sexuality oxford 1981 foster is an associate
professor of american history at georgia institute of technology in
atlanta although this historian is generally more sympathetic and
often more reliable in his presentations on mormonism than many
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other non LDS scholars he makes several mistakes in unfolding a
brief history of the latter day saints he writes that after a series of
visionary experiences beginning in the early 1820s smith concluded
that all existing religions were wrong p 200 since foster does not
accept as reliable history the account of the first vision included in the
pearl of great price he does not mention in his essay thatjosephthat joseph smith
testified that the father and the son visited him in the spring of 1820
and told him at that time that he should join none of the churches
other statements in this essay which misrepresent the views of a high
percentage of active latter day saints relate to the book of mormon
and the other standard works for example foster contends that the
book of mormon is a highly complex work of the religious imagination
which addressed and provided answers for most of the religious questions
that had been troubling people in areas of the northeast such as the
one in which smith grew up p 200 foster further implies that
latter day saints believe the standard works contain a synthesis of
all previously valid human truth p 201 his statement describing
why latter day saints were persecuted prior to the exodus west is an
oversimplification their view of themselves as a chosen people
with an almost tribal loyalty to the group frightened americans who
believed in religious and social pluralism p 201 unfortunately
fosters condensation precipitates some of these inaccuracies and
inadequate explanations foster makes an effort to summarize the
history of the mormon faith in a few pages appp 200 2 he even
attempts to describe the history of mormonism from brigham young
to the present in one short paragraph

because it provides so much data in one place condensation is a
major benefit of any handbook but no reader should stop with just
an outline however helpful eerdmanshandbookeerdmans handbook both benefits and
suffers from condensation it ignores for example that mormonism
has become one of the largest faiths in america with a US member-
ship of more than three million and is currently the fastest growing
denomination of faiths with more than one million members by
percentage in the united states

nevertheless though the work contains glaring weaknesses
eerdmanshandbookeerdmansfEerdmans handbook to christianity in ame7icaamerica is a major contribution
this book contains the best collection of succinct religiously oriented
biographical sketches and summaries of religious trends in america
currently available in a one volume work written for the general public


